
Your F&I Lit Reading Menu

Have you ever ordered from a restaurant and been given the option of selecting the flavor, heat level, or portion size for your dishes? (Think of your favorite
chicken or cauliflower wing spot.) What you select can change from day-to-day or you may get the same dish each time you order. Let’s take the same approach
for your lit reading selections. Using the menu below, select the book, which includes a Lit Journey Collective Note Card, that fits your reading needs and
preferences. You are encouraged to select from anything on our F&I Lit Reading Menu!*
Example Lit Order
Step 1 (Reading Temperature and Portion Size): I cannot wait to dig into a great bio about my favorite athlete! I need to be able realistically finish whichever
book I select over the weekend while my little ones are visiting family.
Step 2 (Flavor): You’ve selected your temp by picking a biography which also provides you with the estimated portion size (W or🔥).
Step 3 (Place your order.): Use the chart below to select the book, and Lit Reading Module(s)© and products that best fit your and your community (i.e. family,
work, etc.) needs.

Choose Your Reading Temperature Choose Your Portion Sizes Choose Your Flavor(s)

Cool (❄)
❏ Minimum time for reading or reading with a

group of various ages/reading levels
❏ Illustrations on almost every page
❏ Straightforward language
❏ Well-described but not too complex

characters
❏ Dashes of small but meaningful, rich

representations of place, space, and people

❏ 1-50 pages ❏ Biographies (B)
❏ Comics (Com)
❏ Illustrated Books (IB)
❏ Short Stories (SST)

Warm (𝑊)
❏ Enjoy reading
❏ No orminimal illustrations &
❏ Some complex language selection & concepts
❏ Well-described, often familiar characters
❏ Warmflavored, meaningful representations

of place, space, and people

❏ 1-50 pages
❏ 50-250 pages

❏ Any Cool Lit (❄)
❏ Graphic Novel (GN)
❏ Novellas (NLA)
❏ Resource & Theme-focused (RTF)

❏ Sports
❏ Health & Wellness
❏ Entertainment
❏ Arts
❏ And More!

❏ Young Adult (YA)

Fire (🔥)
❏ On fire for reading &No orminimal

illustrations
❏ Challenging language selection &Abstract

concepts (optional)
❏ Well-described, complex characters
❏ Deeply flavored, meaningful representations

of place, space, and people

❏ 1-50 pages
❏ 50-250 pages
❏ 250 pages or more

❏ Any Cool Lit (❄)
❏ Any Warm Lit (𝑊)
❏ Novels (N)
❏ Textbooks & References (TBR)

All readers: Please use your personal discretion and reference product descriptions, for publisher’s recommended age appropriateness levels, for all books
browsed and purchased. Also, the F&I staff is available to answer your questions.


